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Round 1 
 

1a The song "Glad All Over", a hit for the Dave Clark Five, is sung at 
every match by fans of what London-based football club named for a 
building created in Hyde Park for the Great Exhibition of 1851? Crystal PALACE 

1b What historical figure's "head was on the block; his crime was looking 
up the truth" in a song by the Indigo Girls? Later he is referred to as 
"king of night vision; king of insight." GALILEO 

2a The third wife of the prophet Muhammad, Aisha, formed a rebel 
triumvirate with Talha and Zubayr, who wished to remove which fourth 
caliph from power? This was Muhammad's son-in-law from his first 
marriage, and his supporters went on to found the Shi'a branch. ALI 

2b Launched in 1994, Purple Label is the luxury brand of what American 
fashion company, that includes custom tailored suits and high-end 
luggage? RALPH LAUREN 

3a No, no, the other one! What two computer-animated films about 
insects were released in 1998 by competing studios Pixar and 
DreamWorks? ANTZ and A BUG'S LIFE 

3b The German title for what 1960 Harper Lee novel is Wer die Nachtigall 
stört, which translates back to English as Who Disturbs the 
Nightingale? TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD 

4a Named for a 16th century English explorer and privateer, what 
passage between Cape Horn and Antarctica's South Shetland Islands 
leads from Atlantic to Pacific and now is regarded also as partially in 
the Southern Ocean? DRAKE Passage 

4b In mathematics, what is the term for a square matrix consisting of ones 
along the main diagonal and all zeros both above and below the 
diagonal? IDENTITY 

 



 
Round 2 

1a What secretary of state, future US president, and son of a president 
gives his name to an 1819 treaty, also signed by Spanish minister Luis 
de Onis, that ceded Florida to the United States? John Quincy ADAMS 

1b A non-alcoholic drink made from ginger ale, grenadine, and garnished 
with a maraschino cherry is named for what child actress of the 
1930's? Shirley  TEMPLE 

2a In Euchre, after a trump suit is called, what is the term given to the 
Jack that is the same color, but different suit, than trump? This is the 
second highest card that can be played. LEFT BOWER/Bar 

2b Like many pioneering jazz records, Miles Davis's "Birth of the Cool" 
had an all-star lineup on the recording. What drummer, who co-
founded Debut Records with Charles Mingus and formed a quintet with 
Clifford Brown, played on those sessions? Max ROACH 

3a Similar to a nearby nation's flag except for the exact color and 
dimensions, what flag contains colors of maroon and white and has the 
longest aspect ratio of any national flag with an 11 to 28 proportion? QATAR 

3b Crocuta crocuta is the scientific name for what opportunistic carnivore 
native to sub-Saharan Africa, the most common large carnivore in 
Africa? 

HYENA (accept laughing or spotted 
hyena) 

4a What critically acclaimed Apple TV+ series created by Soo Hugh, an 
adaptation of a 2017 novel with the same name, depicts a 
multigenerational emigrant Korean family? PACHINKO 

4b What 2022 Tobias Picker opera, along with a a 1990 movie adaptation, 
is based on a book by Dr. Oliver Sacks? It tells of the story of a doctor 
whose experimental dosing with L-Dopa temporarily revives people 
from their catatonia as a result of the "sleeping sickness" epidemic of 
the 1920's. AWAKENINGS 

 



 
Round 3 

1a What 2001 film, directed by Sharon Macguire, is a loose adaptation of 
Jane Austen's "Pride and Prejudice"? Renée Zellweger received an 
Oscar nomination for Best Actress for her role in this film. BRIDGET JONES'S DIARY 

1b What nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, approved by the FDA in 
1999 to treat arthritis, was tied to tens of thousands heart attacks in the 
US and, despite evidence emerging of cardiovascular risks in 2000, 
was not pulled from the market until 2004? ROFECOXIB / VIOXX 

2a In what city does the Ecumenical Patriarch, head of the Eastern 
Orthodox Church serve as Archbishop? This has persisted through two 
major name changes, and any of the three names this city has been 
known by are acceptable. 

ISTANBUL / CONSTANTINOPLE / 
BYZANTIUM 

2b What 1929 novel by William Faulkner takes it title from the famous 
"Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow" soliloquy in Act 5 of 
MacBeth? The  SOUND AND THE FURY 

3a What was the alliterative name, which evokes an international 
diplomatic meeting, given to the 8 games played in Fall 1972 between 
Canada and the USSR, with Team Canada comprised of professional 
NHL players? SUMMIT Series 

3b In Indian cuisine, Bhindi refers to what vegetable? OKRA 

4a Name any of the three historic figures who, according to the 14th 
century "Romance of the Three Kingdoms," swore the so-called Peach 
Garden Oath to protect the Han Dynasty. Two names are required for 
any correct answer. LIU BEI / ZHANG FEI / GUAN YU 

4b What famous native of Barranquilla, Colombia is known 
mononymously by her first name, omitting the names "Isabel Mebarak 
Ripoll"? SHAKIRA 

 



 
Round 4 

1a Chili, coyote, avocado, and tomato are English words all originating in 
what Mesoamerican language of the Uto-Aztecan family, spoken by 
such historical figures as Montezuma? NAHUATL 

1b Meaning large beat, what "grand" (grahn) ballet movement is 
essentially a high kick using controlled movement to bring the working 
leg in to the air, typically past 90 degrees, then back to starting 
position? BATTEMENT (bat-MAHN) 

2a In Casablanca, patrons of Rick's Cafe Américain sing "La Marseillaise" 
in response to a group of occupying Germans who are singing what 
patriotic German song? 

Die WACHT AM RHEIN (accept 
English title The Watch on the 
Rhine) 

2b The smallest skeletal muscle of the human body is the stapedius 
muscle, which is found where? Middle EAR 

3a What major political figure won the 1987 special election for Sala 
Burton's vacated House seat in California's 5th district, before going on 
to represent the 8th, 12th, and now 11th? Nancy PELOSI 

3b Whose Symphony No. 8, known as the "Symphony of a Thousand" 
because it also includes a large chorus with its orchestra, was actually 
performed with one thousand musicians in Quebec City in 2008? Gustav MAHLER 

4a The mascot for Ohio State University is an anthropomorphized nut 
from what tree? BUCKEYE 

4b What is the birth surname of actor Michael Keaton? He had to change 
his stage name to comply with rules of the Screen Actors Guild 
because an older member already used his name. DOUGLAS 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HALFTIME – SWITCH SIDES! 
 



 
Round 5 

1a "Die Wacht am Rhein" and "La Marseillaise" both appeared in what 
1937 film, in which Germans first sang to celebrate the conquest of 
Fort Douaumont, then later French prisoners sang to celebrate the 
fort's recapture? 

La GRANDE ILLUSION (accept 
English title The Grand Illusion) 

1b The stapedius muscle stabilizes the stapes bone in the middle ear. 
The stapes bone is also known by what equine-related name? STIRRUP 

2a The mascot for Syracuse University is an anthropomorphized 
depiction of what citrus fruit? ORANGE 

2b One of the first symphonies to use a chorus throughout, "A Sea 
Symphony" was written by what Brit with a double-barreled surname? Ralph VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 

3a Llama, jerky, condor and puma are English words all originating in 
what indigenous American language, spoken by such historical 
figures as Atahualpa? QUECHUA 

3b What is the birth surname of singer Katy Perry? She changed her 
stage name after she transitioned from gospel to pop music as to not 
be confused with a popular, contempory actress. HUDSON 

4a Who became the first female Senator from her state by defeating 
incumbent Republican Scott Brown in the 2012 election? Elizabeth WARREN 

4b In ballet, a continuous grand battement [bat-MAHN] where the 
working leg alternates forwards and backwards passing through first 
position like the motion of a bell is known as a "grand battement en" 
what? CLOCHE 

 
 
 



 
Round 6 

1a What is the name given to the Test cricket series played between 
England and Australia, with the origins of the series dating back to 
1882? The ASHES 

1b What 1996 novel by David Foster Wallace takes it title from the 
famous graveyard conversation between Hamlet and Horatio in Act 5 
of Hamlet? INFINITE JEST 

2a What 1995 film, directed by Amy Heckerling, is a loose adaptation of 
Jane Austen's "Emma"? While the film did not receive Oscar 
nominations, it was a box office success and has a significant cult 
following. CLUELESS 

2b 
In Indian cuisine, Baingan refers to what vegetable? 

EGGPLANT (accept aubergine, 
brinjal) 

3a The Three Kingdoms period in Chinese history consisted of the 
namesake kingdoms of Wei, Shu, and Wu. "Shu Han" was the state 
led by Liu Bei; name either of the families that founded Wei or Wu 
and sometimes give their names to those states in a way similar to 
the phrase "Tudor England." SUN Wu or CAO Wei 

3b What famous native of London, England is known mononymously by 
her first name, omitting the names "Laurie Blue Adkins"? ADELE 

4a Though current holder Tenzin Gyatso lives in exile in India, what 
region annexed by China is the home of the Gelug Buddhist order led 
by the Dalai Lama? TIBET 

4b What drug for acne treatment, for which the development was 
paused following the thalidomide scandal, was eventual approved by 
the FDA in 1982, and, despite evidence of its adverse effects during 
pregnancy and usage warnings, was estimated to have caused birth 
defects in 1000 children in a 1988 FDA memo? ISOTRETINOIN or ACCUTANE 

 



 
Round 7 

1a Regarded as part of the Pacific and named for a Dutch sailor like other 
nearby features, what sea between Australia and New Zealand has 
parts that are sometimes considered part of the Southern Ocean? TASMAN Sea 

1b Launched in 2018, Cafe is the luxury brand of what American home 
appliance manufacturer, that includes customizable designs and 
premium finishes? 

GE Appliances (accept General 
Electric or Haier) 

2a The caliph Ali was the prophet Muhammad's son-in-law, having 
married what daughter of Muhammad and his first wife Khadijah? FATIMA al-Zahra 

2b The Swedish title for what 1925 F. Scott Fitzgerald novel is En Man 
Utan Skrupler, which translates back to English as A Man Without 
Scruples? The GREAT GATSBY 

3a No, no, the other one! What two science fiction disaster films about a 
massive object from space about to crash into Earth were released in 
1998 by competing studios Buena Vista and Paramount? 

ARMAGEDDON and DEEP 
IMPACT 

3b In mathematics, what is the term for a square matrix consisting of all 
zeros either above the main diagonal or below the main diagonal? This 
term refers to the shape that encompasses only the non-zero values. TRIANGULAR 

4a The song "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles", a hit for Ben Selvin's Novelty 
Orchestra, is sung at every match by fans of what London-based 
football club? WEST HAM United 

4b Perhaps unsurprisingly, what band named for a historical inventor and 
led by Jeff Keith recorded the 1991 single "Edison's Medicine"? TESLA 

 



 
Round 8 

1a John Quincy Adams was also instrumental in the negotiation of what 
treaty signed in Belgium, which ended the War of 1812? Treaty of GHENT 

1b What man played baritone saxophone on Miles Davis's "Birth of the 
Cool" and is himself known for such compositions as "Walkin' Shoes"? 
He formed a quartet with Chet Baker. Gerry MULLIGAN 

2a Other than Switzerland, what UN member nation's flag is the 
"squarest," with an aspect ratio of 13 to 15? Its colors were taken from 
the coat of arms of the Duchy of Brabant. BELGIUM 

2b Gulo gulo is the scientific name for what compact, yet ferocious 
carnivore, largest of the weasel family, native to remote boreal forests 
and subarctic, alpine tundra regions in northern North American and 
Eurasia? WOLVERINE 

3a In Euchre, after a trump suit is called, what is the term given when a 
player does not follow suit when able, this results in 2 points for the 
other team? RENEGE (accept revoke) 

3b What 2022 Kevin Puts opera, along with a 2002 movie adaptation, is 
based on a book by Michael Cunningham, and tells of the story of a 
single day in the life of three women, who are from different cities and 
different time periods? The HOURS 

4a What critically acclaimed Netflix single-season series created by Molly 
Smith Metzler is an adaptation of a 2019 memoir with the same name 
and subtitle "Hard Work, Low Pay and a Mother's Will to Survive"? MAID 

4b A non-alcoholic drink made from iced tea and lemonade is named for 
what American golfer? ARNOLD PALMER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Round 9 

1a Mork and Mindy and Joanie Loves Chachi were both spinoffs of what 
nostalgic TV sitcom? HAPPY DAYS 

1b What song with a heavy whistling intro leads into the lyrics “If I told you 
things I did before / told you how I used to be / would you go home 
with someone like me”? YOUNG FOLKS 

2a What is the only element that exhibits superfluidity at temperatures 
near absolute zero? HELIUM 

2b Because of its status as a symbol which led to increased efforts to 
protect it, what species – Haliaeetus leucocephalus (hal-ee-a-EE-tus 
loo-co-SEF-a-lus) – was moved from endangered to threatened in 
1995 and to Least Concern by 2007?  BALD EAGLE 

3a Because of widespread global conservation efforts and its status as a 
symbol of wildlife conservation, what species – Ailuropoda 
melanoleuca – was reclassed from “endangered” to “vulnerable” in 
2016? Giant PANDA 

3b What metal used in many alloys since ancient times exhibits heavy 
deterioration at low temperatures, known as its “pest” or “disease”? TIN 

4a 

What song with an immaculate whistling intro leads into the lyrics 
“Follow the Moskva / down to Gorky Park”? 

WIND OF CHANGE (acc. “Winds 
of Change,” which is often listed 
incorrectly as its title even in 
publications) 

4b Phyllis, Rhoda, and Lou Grant were both spinoffs of what 
groundbreaking sitcom? MARY TYLER MOORE Show 

 
Spare Questions 

1 Now headquartered in Dublin, what historically problematic company 
was founded by an American industrialist whose brother helped 
overthrow the kingdom of Hawaii in 1893? DOLE 

2 Rob Marshall, Joachim Ronning, and Espen Sandberg took over the 
directors’ chair from Gore Verbinski for the fourth and fifth films in what 
fantasy series? 

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN 

3 A Hebrew legend attributes it to Solomon, while in the Thousand and 
One Nights it is Prince Husain who buys what object that allows for 
magical transportation? 

FLYING CARPET / MAGIC 
CARPET 

4 The four boys Fritz, Ernst, Jakob, and Franz – whose last name is 
actually unknown in the original – are principal characters in what 
popular novel of 1812? The SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON 

 


